The Beanstalk, et al

A Short Story by Marvyne Jenoff

Jack hacked down the beanstalk with such fierce and exuberant leaps that the remaining stump reached well above his head. He flung down the axe, kicked at the giant to make sure he was dead where he lay, and ran off to find a girlfriend to whom he could boast. When he found her he brought her back to the stump of the beanstalk. There in the shelter of the few remaining leaves Jack built them a simple house.

The giant’s widow looked down through the hole in her cloud where the beanstalk had been, and she did not like what she saw. There, outside the little house were displayed the bag of gold, the hen that laid golden eggs, and the golden harp, all of which Jack had stolen from the giants’ house. And there was Jack in front of his girlfriend and a few passers-by, gesturing with his arms wide as if boasting about a fish he had caught.

Mrs. Giant could have killed them in one swoop. She could have simply let herself drop down through the hole in the cloud and landed on them and their house, doing away with herself in the process. But she didn’t. For, by killing something so small, the principle went, she would...
become small herself, and that wouldn’t do at all. By a similar principle, a giant-killer takes on giants’ qualities, and Mrs. Giant decided she would wait until Jack became a worthy opponent. She was also curious to see which of her husband’s qualities Jack would manifest, and what sort of man he would become. Jack was the only boy who had visited them three times, and she had grown fond of his courageous spirit and the irrepressible energy with which he moved. She remembered how they had giggled together before the giant appeared and Jack had to hide behind the stove and keep silent as she discreetly passed him the tastiest bits of their dinner. Finally, embarrassed at dwelling on Jack, Mrs. G. pulled herself together and tried to remember how Jack had robbed them and killed the giant, and she proceeded to grieve her husband and set the record straight about him.

People who know the story from the conventional point of view have no appreciation of what life on the cloud was like. People seem to have the idea that the giant was uncouth, but Mrs. G. had only to frown with disapproval, or be about to frown, and he would immediately remember his manners and shower attention on her. It is true that the giant had a taste for boys. Perhaps it was because of this that his enthusiasm is generally mistaken for crudeness. The giant is usually thought to have been greedy, and that is why he counted and recounted his golden coins, waking the world with wanton thunder. But that wasn’t it at all. For she and her husband, with their giantly knowledge, had appreciated what the Chinese did with the abacus, and using those principles the giants created with patterns of coins their own flights of higher mathematics. The hen that laid the golden eggs was the result of the giants’ patient and affectionate breeding, and when they had made their commercial success with such hens they were planning to refine their breeding techniques even further and produce hens with moral qualities. As for the golden harp, of course it had cried out Master when Jack was stealing it. The harp, which the giants had created together in their early love, had been their child, their companion, and when the three of them sang together they produced what came to be known as the music of the spheres. And on the cloud Mrs. G. had had her own personal mission, to take care of the boys who visited, and she was able to save almost every one of them. For she had only to pout, or be about to pout, and her husband, overcome with remorse for having neglected her for even a moment, would become solicitous and have eyes only for her. And so Mrs. G. always had as much attention as she asked for. In fact, the only person who had ever paid more attention to her, with no effort on her part, was Jack. And she remembered her fascination with Jack, and her anger.

With appropriately vengeful feelings Mrs. G. looked down once again from her shelf of cloud. And she was so gratified to see what was happening at Jack’s house that she watched for a long time. The gold coins sounded flat as Jack counted them. Their talents unrealized, they were dependent as Jack spent them one by one. By the time the coins were gone, the gold standard had been replaced by the air and water standard. The golden eggs, beautiful as they were, became worthless in the conventional sense, and Jack and his girlfriend were reduced to using them for food. And the harp, so long away from expert hands, lost its tune and began to quarrel with the hen.

Against the background of this cacophony Jack and his girlfriend walked out of step with each other. And that was just fine with Mrs. G.

As she continued to look down she noticed something that Jack and his girlfriend were not aware of. She saw the beanstalk beginning to grow again from the old stump, and she decided that was how she would descend for the kill. She would wait until the beanstalk reached her cloud, for as yet Jack had shown no sign of changing. She would wait, and then step down the leaves majestically, as befit a person of her stature. She began to plan what she might wear.

Now the beanstalk, having once been so brutally felled, was shy and determined to grow very cautiously. It was not about to repeat that impetuous one-night stand that heaved the earth and Jack with it. The beanstalk really wanted to be a tree, or at least to grow as sturdy as a tree, to withstand any weapon and any man. It understood what the world had come to. So the beanstalk took its time and did what it had to do. And with a giant’s patience, Mrs. G. waited.

And she began to appreciate her new life on the cloud. With the abundance of air and water she was rich according to the current standard, and furthermore the air was much sweeter now that it was no longer fouled by her husband’s pipe. Now that flesh-eating had gone out of fashion, Mrs. G. was no longer embarrassed by her husband’s tastes. With the remaining gold coins she invented new games of solitaire, to enjoy the golden patterns and the musical sounds, for the coins were proud of where they belonged and clinked joyfully. To this counterpoint Mrs. G. would sing, songs reminiscent of those she used to sing with her husband and their harp, but with his gruffness gone she no longer needed the sweetness of the harp for balance, and the songs became hers alone. As she sat using her golden darning egg she contemplated these pleasures. For company there were the other hens who laid whatever colours they pleased. And even before the beanstalk had quite reached the cloud, the boys she had saved, who had heard of the giant’s death, climbed up to visit her. They were men now. Some came with their girl-friends or families. Some came by themselves and took their time. No longer anxious for their welfare, Mrs. G. was able to relax with the boys and enjoy the results of her accomplished mission.

Her new mission was to keep the air and water fresh and justly circulating. Scientists and politicians came to learn her methods, and stayed to learn also from the aesthetes. Aesthetes came to experience at source their refined pleasures of breathing and slaking thirst, and stayed for the further pleasure of their hostess’s company. And so Mrs. G., as she now called herself, who had once mourned the golden age of her married life, bloomed differently in the heavenly age she was experiencing now. As for what she could do about Jack and his girlfriend, it was much more pleasant at the moment to enumerate the virtues of procrastination than to bother about them at all.

In fact, it wasn’t until the visitors stopped coming that she was curious enough to look down from the cloud once more. When she saw the mass of leaves beneath her she understood what had happened. The beanstalk had turned itself into a new species that defied classification. It produced no beans, but that was of no concern, for it had another plan.
The Last Class

A Short Story by Cynthia Norris Graae

The final assignment for my creative writing class at the Fine Arts Center on the Randolph Estate was:

Combine the techniques we have learned with your own natural spontaneity into an oral presentation, with a beginning, middle and end. Make notes to use in class, but plan to use them only to refresh your recollection.

But I was late again, and — as usual — unprepared. I flung open the classroom door and dashed toward the only empty seat, across the table from Moonbottom (the teacher) and Peter Canary.

He beamed a flicker of recognition, so precisely aimed that only someone in his direct line of vision could detect it. That someone was me. His crisp white shirt, sleeves rolled up to his elbows, flattered his tan. He was the only one who wasn’t sogged out by Washington’s humidity.

Moonbottom frowned. “Could you shut the door?” he asked as I reached for the empty chair. His short-sleeved polyester shirt was shiny and graying. It was almost transparent, revealing his torn undershirt. He looked as if he had body odor, the sweet-putrid kind. Oh, why did my imagination conjure up such intimate details?

“Could we leave it open?” I inquired. “It’s like a swamp in here,” said one of the graduate students. At least I had one supporter. I sat down and shoved my backpack under my chair.

“The air conditioner is working to-night,” said Moonbottom. “It’ll cool down faster with the door shut.”

“I’d really feel better with it open,” I said.

A graduate student leaned toward Peter Canary. He didn’t quite cover his mouth with his hand when he said to Peter Canary, “She’s just nervous about having to tell a story. I hope the teacher doesn’t let her get out of this one.”

“You’ll feel better after you’ve had your turn,” reassured a woman with frizzy yellow hair.

“Why don’t you go first?” Moonbottom asked me.

Peter Canary, having perfected the art of silent communication, winked in my direction without moving even an eyelash. The air conditioner was not working. It was circulating hot air. I felt flushed. I asked about the door again.

The graduate student sitting next to Peter Canary said to me. “You’re just procrastinating. Mr. Jenks, you should tell her to get with the program or let someone else have a turn.” Apparently he lacked the authority to call his teachers — even Moonbottom — anything but “Mr.”

I said, “The thing is, I haven’t done the assignment. I mean I really thought it was terrific, but—”

I was in a hole.

Peter Canary caught my eye again. Elaborate a little, he was telling me, imperceptibly to anyone else, and I began talking.

“I put the instructions in my notebook during class last week. Driving home, when I approached the traffic light on Wisconsin Avenue, I reached into my backpack to have another look at the instructions. I wanted to think about my presentation while I drove. I discovered

for immortality. The beanstalk had grown into the tallest free-standing organism in the world, a great, tree-like thing, so strong and spread out at the top that, rather than growing back through the hole, it had lifted the entire cloud higher than anyone could climb, and certainly past the point where Ms. G. would have been able to step down.

At first she was angry. She thought, No beanstalk is going to get the better of me, I can still fall on them. But she remembered the principle that if you go so far to kill something you can never, ever, return than anyone could climb, and certainly for immortality. The beanstalk leaves making her cloudpath firmer, supporting her at higher and higher altitudes, in the slow walk of her contentment, in the heaviness of her age.

Now when she looked down from her great height she could barely see the couple. But there seemed to be more animals in their yard, more people, perhaps children. The whole yard had a golden aura — were there that many eggs now? Jack and his girlfriend, going about their daily business, seemed to walk in step now, now lively, now peaceful, and Ms. G. thought she could hear the echo of their rhythms in the faint music of the golden harp. And that was fine.

The beanstalk continued to lift the cloud, and the higher Ms. G. gets the less she sees and the more she seems to understand. She is much less interested in Jack now, though pleased with what he has become. He has not increased much in stature, and he does not bear much resemblance to the giant, but he has grown into a new breed of man, the kind who cook and know their folktales well.

As for his girlfriend — Ms. G. waxes eloquent here. For Jack’s girlfriend has grown into the image of Ms. G. in her youth, a real beauty, though of course much less impressive in size. How purely she sings, how gracefully she bends, as she goes about her woman’s work! And look — there she is now, beginning to write a woman’s story.